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Dispatchesmitotic events in stem cell populations,
leading to SAC activation. Second,
the authors asked whether the
developmental stage of the organism
also affects mitotic timing. This is an
interesting question, since the germ
lines of worms undergo expansion of
the GSC pool during the larval stages
of development but then achieve
homeostasis in adults, and little is known
about whether (and if so, how) the
divisions of stem cells are affected by
this transition. Gerhold et al. report that
while the timing of mitotic events in
GSCs is similar when comparing various
developmental stages during the
expansion phase, the average duration
of congression and the rate of cyclin
degradation/APC inactivation increased
in GSCs following the transition to
homeostasis in adults. Therefore, there
are key differences in cell cycle
progression of GSCs depending on the
developmental state of the germ line,
suggesting that particular mitotic events
are either less efficient in adult animals, or
that their regulation changes after
homeostasis is achieved.
All in all, the work reported by Gerhold
et. al. has generated intriguing insights
into the divisions of germline stem cells
and has also laid the groundwork for
future studies on how the proliferation of
these cells is regulated. In particular, one
can now imagine combining the
sophisticated assays developed in this
study with the powerful genetics that has
illuminated the network controlling stem
cell renewal and proliferation; it would
be interesting to investigate how the
mitotic divisions of GSCs are altered
under conditions where these cells
either under- or over-proliferate. For
example, it is well established that the
pro-proliferative signals sent from the
DTC are mediated through the Notch
pathway and that if signaling through
this pathway is upregulated there is a
tumor-like expansion of the germ line
(e.g., [13–15]). Assessing mitotic
progression in these mutants could
generate interesting insights into how
these germline tumors arise and whether
the SAC is active in these overproliferating
cells. Moreover, similar studies could be
done under various environmental and
physiological conditions that are known to
affect germline development (reviewed in
[16]). Therefore, the pioneering work byR378 Current Biology 25, R362–R383, May 4Gerhold et al. on the divisions of GSCs
has set the stage for future studies that
could greatly advance our understanding
of stem cell biology.
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Variation in the routes to social success has led to the designation of
‘cheats’ and ‘cooperators’, but new work shows that selection on
non-social traits can give the illusion of social cheating in the social
amoeba Dictyostelium discoideum.Selfish cheats are bad news for
cooperating groups. Because cheats
don’t contribute to the collective actions
and public goods created by cooperatorsbut do reap the rewards, they can
undermine the benefits of cooperation.
Explaining how cooperation survives in
the face of cheating has puzzled
Figure 1. Slime mould fruiting bodies and spores.
(A) A slime mould fruiting body. (B,C) The large and small spores, respectively, produced by different
genotypes of slime mould. (Photos courtesy of Chris Thompson.)
Current Biology
Dispatchesbiologists for decades [1,2]. In recent
years, the social lives of microbes have
come under scrutiny [3], and none more
so than the remarkable slime mould
Dictyostelium discoideum [2,4]. However,
despite the wealth of putative cooperative
interactions in nature, recent studies have
advised against being overzealous in
labeling behaviours as cheating or
cooperating without thorough analysis of
the costs and benefits associated with a
particular trait [5,6]. Indeed, in a recent
issue of Current Biology, Wolf et al. [7]
show that although genotypes of
D. discoideum may look like social
cheats, they pay a heavy cost in other
aspects of their life history and overall
appear not to gain any fitness benefits
from their apparent cheating.
D. discoideum is a single-celled
amoeba with a curious, complex life
cycle: when food is plentiful independent
single cells live in terrestrial soil predating
on bacteria, but upon starvation large
numbers (ca. 105) of cells aggregate into
multicellular, motile slugs. These slugs
form fruiting bodies in which about a fifth
of cells must die to form their cellulose-
rich stalk. This self-sacrifice holds aloft a
bolus of hardy, dispersal-ready spores
formed by the remainder of the cells in the
slug (Figure 1). Because only the spores
can reproduce, this process has huge
potential for social conflict. Genotypes
arise that avoid differentiating into dead-
end stalk cells and become over-
represented in reproductive spores.
Moreover, there is natural variation in the
ability to avoid forming stalk cells in
‘chimeric’ slugs formed of mixtures of
genotypes. The formation of stalk cells
has, therefore, been viewed as an act of
‘altruistic suicide’, vulnerable to
exploitation by cheating, non stalk-cell
forming lineages [8,9].
Given the potential for cheating in
fruiting bodies, how is it that cells don’t all
always try to be among the spore-
formers? A number of intriguing
mechanisms have been suggested.
These include the exclusion of non-kin
from the slug by kin-specific cell adhesion
proteins (i.e. kin recognition), piggy-
backing the cooperative trait on an
essential gene so that cheaters are at a
disadvantage from the get-go
(pleiotropy), and making the decision to
be a spore a cell-cycle ‘lottery’ system
(microbial ‘veil of ignorance’) [2].However, few studies have addressed
whether reduced spore production per se
is truly a case of altruism and, thus,
whether it is actually necessary to invoke
social explanations for the natural
variation in spore production. One recent
study [10] proposed that spore production
in D. discoideum is a bet-hedging
strategy, rather than a form of altruism,
whereby decreasing spore production is
traded off with increased numbers of non-
aggregating ‘loner’ cells. Such cells can
have a fitness advantage when the
probability of food becoming quickly
replenished is high. This implies that non-
social selection can explain variation in
apparent social success — traits that
seem social can evolve as a by-product of
other adaptations to the environment.
This gives the illusion of differentiating
social success among ‘cooperators’ andCurrent Biology 25, R362–R383, May 4, 2015 ª‘cheats’, whereas in reality, there is no
overall difference in fitness.
Not All Offspring Are Created Equal
In their study, Wolf et al. [7] tested a set of
24 strains previously isolated from a small
geographic area in North Carolina. Strains
were mixed in a 1:1 ratio to form chimeric
slugs, wherein genotypes varied greatly in
their ability to be among the spores
produced by the resulting fruiting bodies.
By careful measurements of a range of
properties of the spores, the researchers
noticed an intriguing pattern: genotypes
that produced more spores, and thus
appeared to be cheats, did so by making
smaller, less viable spores (Figure 1). This
is conceptually similar to reproductive
trade-offs commonly seen in plants and
animals whereby genotypes or species
that produce more offspring tend to2015 Elsevier Ltd All rights reserved R379
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Dispatchesachieve this by compromising their
investment into each individual offspring
[11]. Effectively, this means that, overall,
different spore production strategies
are actually neutral with respect to
evolutionary fitness (as measured by
transmission of genes to future
generations).
Wolf et al. [7] suggest that this pattern
may be caused by differences in
reproductive cell division in the
multicellular slug. If resources are
unequally distributed throughout the slug,
reductive division would result in smaller,
more numerous cells and consequently
an increased quantity of smaller spores.
Variation in spore production can
therefore be explained by non-social
(environmental) selection rather than
explanations based on social evolution
theory. Crucially, this study does not
diminish the idea that enhanced spore
production can be selfish, rather it
eliminates spore number as the proxy
for defining it as such. The authors show
that viewing interactions from the
perspective of realised social fitness,
which includes spore number and
viability, does not eliminate variation in
social fitness. But it is only this remaining
variation that should be regarded as
reflecting the fitness of cooperating and
cheating in this system.
Living in a Multidimensional and
Variable World
The study by Wolf et al. [7] illustrates the
multidimensionality of organismal fitness,
yet in many studies, fitness is still
quantified using a single trait. However, it
is clear that traits do not exist in isolation:
the realised fitness of an individual results
from the interactions and trade-offs
among multiple traits. Interpreting
variation in social traits while ignoring
variation at other traits can therefore give
a distorted view of the overall fitness
effects of social-trait variation. For
example, in Psuedomonas bacteria,
mutations in the regulatory genes
gacA/gacS lead to the reduced
production of secreted toxins associated
with virulence. These mutant bacteria
grow better in the presence of wild-type
bacteria, leading to the suggestion that
they are cheats avoiding the costs of toxin
production [12]. However, Driscoll et al. [5]
have shown that gacA/gacS mutants
show elevated production of otherR380 Current Biology 25, R362–R383, May 4secreted products such as iron-
scavenging siderophores and
exopolysacharides from which the wild-
type can benefit. Thus, the relationship
may be more akin to mutual benefit than
social conflict.
The multidimensionality of fitness is
not restricted to the microbial world.
Sentinel systems (whereby an individual is
vigilant from an exposed position), found
in several bird and mammal societies
[13,14] have been proposed as a classic
example of altruism, wherein an individual
appears to sacrifice their safety and
foraging time for the good of the group [1].
However, after many failed attempts to
find a link between kin selection and
sentinel behavior, researchers discovered
that, in fact, sentinels were found on
average to be closer to shelter than
other group members, were the first
individuals to spot predators and only
guarded when they were satiated [13,14]
(but see [15]). What this means is that
sentinels do not experience a cost of
guarding (i.e. it’s not altruistic), but rather
it is the best situation for them to be in
when well-fed. Such examples further
demonstrate that the effect of a
behavior on fitness should be quantified
in terms of viable reproductive output
and not based on simple observations
of investment into a single trait or
behaviour.
To further complicate matters, the
costs and benefits of many cooperative
traits are dependent upon the
environmental context. This context
dependence means that individuals
that appear to be cheats in one
environment may no longer be cheats if
the environment changes. This is
equally applicable to microbes that may
facultatively cheat only under harsh
conditions [16] and humans who are
more likely to cheat in exams when
sleep-deprived [17]. Of course,
researchers cannot measure everything
about their study organism but a
good start would be to consider
fitness across multiple relevant
environments in order to understand
the extent of context dependence of
fitness. An important take-homemessage
here is that just because something
behaves as a social ‘cheat’ in a test tube
doesn’t mean it will be governed by these
social evolutionary forces in its natural
habitat., 2015 ª2015 Elsevier Ltd All rights reservedThe question of ‘what is a cheat?’ is not
just of theoretical importance and extends
far beyond semantics. Employing
evolutionary theory to the advantage of
medical science is a promising field, and
new therapeutics are being developed
which target the social traits of pathogens
[18–20]. While these are undoubtedly
exciting routes towards new anti-
microbial therapies, it would be wise to
ask: ‘Is this truly a case of cheating, or
are there other non-social aspects of
life history involved which may be
inadvertently affected by these targeted
therapeutics?’ In light of studies
demonstrating the multidimensional
nature of fitness, strong consideration
should be given to the impact of non-
social selection on apparently social traits
before classifying lineages as ‘cheats’ or
‘cooperators’.
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What we put into our mouths can nourish or kill us. A new study uses state-of-the-art electroencephalogram
decoding to detail how we and our brains know what we taste.Imagine you get lost in the forest and
become hungry. You find some rather
nice looking berries. Their colouring and
fragrance make you think they are ripe
and probably tasty. You have also seen a
rabbit eating them, with no apparent
detriment [1]. So, you eat a handful. You
may have just unknowingly poisoned
yourself with deadly nightshade (Atropa
belladonna). Poisons are readily found in
plants (e.g. the alkaloids atropine (found in
nightshade), arsenic, curare, strychnine,
and hemlock) and have historically been
particularly effective for both nefarious as
well as medicinal purposes (Figure 1).
Given the vital importance of our sense of
taste, it is perhaps surprising that our
understanding of the neural basis of taste
perception in humans remains rather
rudimentary, particularly when compared
with other senses, such as vision, hearing
and touch [2]. In a recent issue of Current
Biology, Crouzet et al. [3] provide
evidence for just how quickly information
about tastes is decoded by the brain and,
moreover, how this neural signature
relates to perceptual outcome.Crouzet et al. [3] were able to
accomplish this by capitalizing on the
confluence of two recent methodological
advances. The first concerns how to
deliver tastants within a laboratory
setting. This is no small feat when one
is trying to control when, what and for
how long a stimulus is delivered. The
improvement of experimental procedures
has been dramatically helped by the
commercial availability of a device that
controls the delivery of liquid tastants,
called a spray gustometer. The crucial
innovations of this device are its ability to
control the timing of stimulus presentation
(this is essential for eliciting time-locked
brain activity as described below), to
provide rapid rise-time in terms of
stimulus intensity and to minimize
confounding effects of changes in
somatosensory and temperature inputs
in the mouth (there is a constant flow of
water interspersed with tastant delivery)
[4]. These controls are of critical
importance when trying to isolate and
characterize the brain response to taste
per se. However, this method is notwithout some drawbacks. On the one
hand, spraying tastes onto the tongue is
ethologically artificial and is thus far
removed from how we normally ingest
foods. Still, this is an important step
forward, as the majority of clinical
research on taste still electrically
stimulates the tongue [5]. On the other
hand, a spray gustometer is in many
regards cumbersome and impractical
for any but the most motivated of
participants. Experiments are typically
quite lengthy because there is a long
wash-out period between trials, and
participants need to keep their mouths
open and tongue immobilized (which can
make speaking quite a challenge). Such
notwithstanding, spray gustometers allow
for both precision in stimulation as well
as controlled trial-to-trial variability in the
qualities of tastants hitherto unavailable
to scientists.
The second methodological advance
used by Crouzet et al. [3] concerns how to
analyze electroencephalographic (EEG)
recordings. They applied a multivariate
pattern analysis (MVPA) framework to2015 Elsevier Ltd All rights reserved R381
